FESTIVAL #2
IBSIC - IMAGE BEYOND THE SCREEN
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

CONFERENCES ABOUT VIDEO MAPPING
Thursday 28th> Saturday 30th of March 2019

Arenberg Creative Mine (salle LEAUD), Wallers-Arenberg
L’hybride and Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille
On the occasion of the opening of the Video Mapping Festival #2, Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France offer
IBSIC, an annual event dedicated to the video mapping industry, in the presence of international great names in the sector. Meetings, conferences, case studies, projections…
35 professional speakers will share their experiences and analyse the various aspects of this new sector which is growing significantly (writing, technology, training, production,
economic models, projection, etc.).
Networking times will also be provided to meet artists, producers, programmers, etc.
Around the conference, the Opening night of the Video Mapping Festival will offer a tour of 25 video mapping to discover on a 3.5-km loop (Friday 29th of March, Lille). The
artists of the tour, previously welcomed in residency, will review their experience and share behind the scenes of their creations during a meeting open to the public (Saturday
30th of March, Lille).
Conference participants will also enjoy the Video Mapping Awards, a video mapping competition that will reward the best productions of the year from around the world.
Organised by Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France, with the support of the European Union, Feder programme,
the Hauts-de-France Region and the Communauté d’Agglomération de La Porte du Hainaut.

Thursday 28th of March
9:30 am / Departure from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine
Meeting point: rue des Canonniers, in front of MESHS (near the train stations).

Video Mapping Festival 2018

10:30 am / Welcoming
Welcoming by Antoine Manier, director of Rencontres Audiovisuelles.
Introduction of the 2 Grands Témoins which will ensure the guiding thread of the presentations:
Xavi Bové - artist (Spain)
Bettina Pelz - curator (Germany)
11 am / Introduction
Digital art, light art, augmented reality, heir of cinema, of VJing… The boundaries and
origins of video mapping are porous, making this discipline hard to identify.
As an introduction, we will try to define video mapping and put it in a historical context,
then benefit from 2 different points of view on what a successful mapping could be.
• What is video mapping?
Ludovic Burczykowski - artist and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Martina Stella - artist and researcher, University of Paris 8 (Italy)
• What is a successful mapping?
Marek Šilpoch - programme coordinator, Signal Festival (Czech Republic)
Pierre-Yves Toulot - film director and co-founder, COSMO AV (France)
Duration: approx. 1h20

12:20 pm / Production
Intrinsically, video mapping is a collaborative art. It was built through the researches and
experimentations of visual artists, video makers, musicians, engineers, developers and theorists.
From writing to projection, managing this various professions, skills and expertises is a real
logistical and human challenge. So what production process should be adopted to join together
and harmonise the various components of the discipline?
3 professionals will share their experience to help us understand the different production stages
better.
• Which production processes for a mapping ? From writing to projection
Ferdi Alıcı and Eylül Duranagaç - artistic directors and co-founders, Ouchhhh (Turkey)
Benoît Quero - director and founder, Spectaculaires (France) - to be confirmed
Duration: approx. 40 min

5 pm / Writings (continuation)
• Write for immersive mapping
Jean-Baptiste Hardoin - creative director, Moment Factory (Canada) - to be confirmed
• Strengths and weaknesses of using the real image in mapping
Carole Purnelle - director and co-founder, Ocubo (Portugal)
• Does interactivity in mapping bring meaning or a real difference in the relationship
with the audience? What are the essential points for a multi-user mapping to be a
success?
Tom Scalabre - creative director and associate, Superbien (France)
• Mediational video mapping: towards heritage resilience?
Hafida Boulekbache-Mazouz - urban planner architect, professor and researcher,
DeVisu laboratory, Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Douniazed Chibane - architect, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
• Serious game / serious mapping
Julian Alvarez - Serious Games developer and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 1h40
6:40 pm / Dinner
8 pm / Departure from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille
L’hybride or Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille

Ouchhh, AVA V2 / Particle Physics Scientific Installation (TEDxCERN 2016, Switzerland)

1 pm / Buffet lunch
2:30 pm / Writings
Artists have experimented with all types of video projection on volume, gradually transforming
this technical tool into a full artistic discipline. Using 2D, 3D or even real photography, creators
reshape the reality of a surface, incorporating mature and complex sound creations, to bring
effective and sensory narratives to viewers. Videographers, visual artists, musicians, developers
or theorists, all collaborate within an art that is constantly in motion.
By exploring various fields of application, video mapping is confronted with questions of
interactivity, sound design, artistic choices and physical constraints. From these challenges
emerge new forms and methods of writing that we will try to understand through short
conferences.
• Video mapping creation process
Daniel Schmitt - lecturer and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Marine Thébault - research engineer, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
• Monumentalise the monumental through video mapping
Alexandra Georgescu-Paquin - PhD in heritage studies and communication (Canada)
• Proto-narrative: music and video mapping
Pascal Bouchez - lecturer and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Philippe Useille - lecturer, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
• Evolutions, story of a mapping script created by EZ3kiel
Jean-Baptiste Wallers-Bulot - light artist and web editor (France)
• What are the specificities of sound design and music for mapping?
Mourad Bennacer - sound designer, Nature Graphique (France)
Michel Gozalbo - sound designer, Telenoika (Spain)
Duration: approx. 2h

9 pm > 10:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Auditorium), Lille
The Video Mapping Festival offers a video mapping competition in order to reward the best
productions of the year. The video mapping that will have been selected during a pre-selection
phase will be presented to the public in the form of a video recording.
Screening of the “Monumental video mapping” programme (approx. 1 hour)
9 pm > 12 am / Conviviality time, networking
L’hybride, Lille

Ocubo, Lisbon Under Stars (Portugal)

4:30 pm / Break and networking
Heritage tour of the Arenberg Creative Mine site and its audiovisual equipments.
Nature Graphique, Refraction (France)

Friday 29th of March
9 am / Departure from Lille by bus to Arenberg Creative Mine
Meeting point: rue des Canonniers, in front of MESHS (near the train stations).
10 am / Economic models
Unlike other sectors, video mapping is poorly subsidised and, without support for creation, its
funding depends mainly on the will of the sponsors. However, the discipline remains expensive,
because of the material investment and the multitude of skills it requires. In such a context,
how can we find a financial balance? On which economic model should we rely on? Do new
schemes that are not based on orders or subsidies exist?
Case studies and short conferences will allow 5 international professionals to answer these
questions and propose new business models.
• What economic models for mapping companies today?
László Bordos - 3D artist, artistic director and directorr, Bordos.ArtWorks (Hungary)
Philippe Ligot - chairman, Athem & Skertzo (France)
• Can video mapping find new economic models without a sponsor?
Michael Couzigou - director of the Atelier des Lumières, Culturespaces (France)
Jean-Baptiste Hardoin for the Aura project - creative director, Moment Factory (Canada) to be confirmed
• How to develop an artistic career and projects in a professional sector that depends
on sponsors?
Romain Tardy - visual artist (Belgium)
Duration: approx. 2h

Romain Tardy, The Drift (Piazza di Pietra, Rome, Italy)

12 pm / Human resources and training
We will come back to this point on many occasions during these 2 days of conferences: video
mapping requires a lot of makers and their multiple skills. The production links are diverse:
the challenge is to create a strong and united chain. When it is complex to bring all the skills
together in one person, how to surround yourself at best and recruit your employees? We will
study how to manage human resources, their potential and how to train a team, in the presence
of 2 international specialists.
• What human resources management do video mapping companies need?
How to recruit and train your employees for a video mapping company?
Julian Hölscher - art director, Urbanscreen (Germany)
David Passegand - co-founder and associate designer, Anooki (France)
Jarosław Skrzyński - general manager, Onlight (Poland)
Duration : approx. 1h
1 pm / Buffet lunch

Urbanscreen, 320° Licht (Oberhausen Gazometer, Germany) © Wolfgang Volz

2:30 pm / Technologies
It is a well-known philosophical thinking: we commonly differentiate art and technique. There is
no similarity between mastering the rules of the craftsman and the artist’s creativity: it is when art
clambers out of the technician’s efforts that it is identified as such. It is different for video mapping,
because the tool enabling its projection is in itself a technical challenge.
For this discipline at the crossroads of art and technique, these 2 areas of expertise are so linked
to each other that it is impossible to dissociate the first one from the other. As it sublimates
the creative matter, the advancement of technologies for video mapping – as well in term of
conception, projection or use – enables it to invest unexpected activity fields.
Let’s take stock with 4 researchers and specialists.
• Material, lighting environment, physical constraints, artists’ or sponsors’ wishes,
how to set up the right technical device?
Mauro Cataldo - artistic director and co-founder, Dirty Monitor (Belgium)
Ivan Nefedkin - creative director and founder, Radugadesign (Russia)
• Video mapping as an industrial production tool, video mapping and augmented reality
Pascal Level - professor and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
• From an object to its reconstruction in virtual reality
+ 3D laser scanning and photogrammetry comparison
Nicolas Lissarrague - lecturer and researcher, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 1h30
Dirty Monitor, iMAPP, International Video Mapping Competition, Bucharest (Romania)

4 pm / Break and networking
Heritage tour of the Arenberg Creative Mine site and its audiovisual equipments.
4:30 pm / Projection
Bringing artists and audiences together, composing festivals or exhibitions… Few people considered
making it a profession when, in the 1960s, the Swiss Harald Szeemann invented this role. AngloSaxons called it “curator”.
Nowadays, in the age of web 2.0, everyone is able to share content and spotlight creatives in
this information swarm. Building up a consistent event, off the beaten track, is a true expertise.
This activity is meaningful, especially as it allows to legitimise artists. But while in many cultural
sectors the content is becoming standardised, how can we support the emergence? Which event
model should be chosen to allow the experimentation and the birth of new ideas? How to take the
spectator’s experience into account in the curation?
Let’s take stock with programmers and researchers in 4 short conferences.
• What are the constraints for a festival’s curation, while supporting the creators at best?
Jean-François Zurawik - head of events department for the City of Lyon,
Fête des Lumières de Lyon (France)
A representative of Vivid Sidney (Australia) - to be confirmed
• Video mapping competitions, an opportunity to experiment with, to take risks and
to discover new talents
Jérémy Oury - visual and sound artist (France)
• Festival, contest, artistic residency, art grant… What are the right tools to support
artists’ emergence?
Hendrik Wendler - general manager, Genius Loci Weimar (Germany)
• Audience experiences
Clarence Schmitt - professor and researcher, Institut d’Écologie et des Sciences de l’Environnement,
Sorbonne Université Paris (France)
Marine Thébault - research engineer, DeVisu laboratory,
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 1h40
6:10 pm / Departure from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille
City Hall, Lille

Damien Fontaine, Reflets (Fête des Lumières de Lyon, France) © Fête des Lumières 2018 - Frederic Guignard Perret

7 pm / Opening cocktail of the Video Mapping Festival
City Hall, Lille
8:30 pm > 1 am / Video mapping tour in the city
Lille
25 creations to discover: Palais des Beaux-Arts, Rue de l’Hôpital Militaire, Crédit Mutuel Nord
Europe (regional headquarters), Palais Rihour (Salle du Conclave), Grand’Place (Goddess Column),
Vieille Bourse (inner courtyard), Lille Opera House, Lille Flandres Train Station, Avenue Charles
Saint-Venant, Rue Saint-Sauveur and Square Augustin Laurent, City Hall (Hallway), Pavillon SaintSauveur, Rue du Réduit, Porte de Paris (bridge), Hermitage Gantois, Back of the Palais des BeauxArts (sculptures)

Saturday 30th of March
10 am > 12 pm / Visit of Lille
Lille
10 am > 12:30 pm / Portfolio meeting - professionals interviews
L’hybride, Lille
Benefit from a meeting time with professionals during short interviews, on a “speed meeting”
format.
The opportunity for artists to meet international presenters (festivals, producers)... Bring
your portfolios!
3 pm > 4:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Auditorium), Lille
The Video Mapping Festival offers a video mapping competition to reward the best productions
of the year. The video mapping that will have been selected during a pre-selection phase will
be presented to the public in the form of a video recording.
Screening of the “Live / 360° / object video mapping” programme (approx. 1h)

5 pm > 9 pm / Meeting with the artists of the mapping tour in Lille
L’hybride, Lille
After discovering the fruit of their work during the mapping tour in Lille, meet the artists
behind the creations presented during the Opening night of the Video Mapping Festival.
Strong personalities, whose creativity was seen during the artistic residency organised by
Rencontres Audiovisuelles in November 2018. In groups, the artists will present their work
and answer all your questions!
Patrice Curtillat and Thomas Lanza (France)
Frédéric Duzan (France)
Motomichi Nakamura (USA)
Mina Perrichon (France, Bulgaria)
Momoko Seto (Japan)
Andreea Stan (Romania)
Theodore Ushev (Canada)
Soetkin Verstegen (Belgium)
Célia Bétourné, Léa Camilleri, Louis Cortes, Anthony Revollat - Acéphale (France)
Fahd Bouaziz, Elyes Rebai, Zouhour Saoud - Design Lab (Tunisia)
Laurent Moulin, Frank Ternier - IDEAL CRASH (France)
Hamza Mrabet, Simon Lebon - Loom Prod (France)
Mourad Bennacer, Aurélien Lafargue - Nature Graphique (France)
Pixel (Singapour)
Gilles Cuvelier, Thomas Machart - Studio Train-Train (France)
Sae-Yun Jung, Igor Shin Moromisato - Vamos Animation (South Korea, Brazil)
9 pm / Summary and conclusion of IBSIC
L’hybride, Lille
The Grands Témoins Xavi Bové (artist) and Bettina Pelz (curator) will go back on the 2 days of
IBSIC (Image Beyond the Screen International Conference) to summarise it.
9:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Awards ceremony
L’hybride, Lille
Following the video projection of the 2 competition programmes (Thursday 28th and Saturday
30th of March, Auditorium of the Palais des Beaux-Arts), a Jury composed of mapping
professionals (artists, festival programmers, producers, researchers, etc.) will award the
prizes, in order to reward the 2018 best productions!
Followed by a closing cocktail.

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS
Access / Arenberg Creative Mine
Rue Michel Rondet
Wallers-Arenberg
Highway A23, Exit 6 (Raismes), then follow the direction to Arenberg Creative Mine / La Porte du Hainaut

Fares / 3-day package
Includes: access to all the round tables + 3 meals (Thursday noon and evening, Friday noon) +
travel by bus from Lille
Regular fare: 80 euros
Student fare: 50 euros (with a valid supporting document)
Registrations before the 8th of March 2019 through the online registration and payment form.

VIDEO MAPPING FESTIVAL #2
March > August 2019
Région Hauts-de-France
www.videomappingfestival.com

Ce projet est cofinancé
par l’Union européenne avec le Fonds européen
de développement régional.

